
  

African Safari 
Enjoy the action while on your 
"Armchair Safari" with the help of a 
series of live webcams scattered 
around Africa.  
Hint: For best viewing watch in the 
afternoon Sydney time and click on 
the Live Cam 

 

Towel Animals 
Create a gorgeous Towel Animal  

and turn your bedroom into a 
cabin onboard the luxurious "Vasco 
De Gama" with these step by step 
easy instructions explained by their 

onboard staff. 
Hint: try using coloured towels 

Travel Dreaming 
Orley and the Team at  

Above and Beyond Experiences 
want to keep your travel dreams alive 
 right from the comfort of your sofa! 

 
In the coming weeks 

we will be sending you beautiful virtual experiences 
of our magnificent world for you to enjoy. 

 
When the time is right, we are looking forward  

to making your dreams a reality. 
 

In the meantime, please feel free to share 
our emails with your family and friends. 

 
Put your feet up  

relax and 
enjoy the adventure! 

  



 

  

The Blue House 
Travel to Mexico City and take a 

virtual walk through the Frida Kahlo 
Museum to reveal the private 

universe of Latin America’s most 
celebrated woman artist  

Hint: This creative hub was once her 
private home 

 

Petra 
Take yourself on a virtual guided 

tour of the Ancient City of Petra. This 
UNESCO Heritage Site is found in 

the mountainous desert, half hidden 
in the wind blown landscape of 

southern Jordan 
Hint: Start your journey by clicking 

the Discover Petra link.  
  

NSW's Walls of China 
Who would have thought that the 

Walls of China could be found right 
here in Outback NSW? These 

ancient landscapes and unique rock 
formations are located in the Mungo 

National Park.  
Hint: Great place to stop on the way 

to Broken Hill   

 

Scenic Antarctica 
Scenic Eclipse sets the standard in 
luxury ocean cruising. With only 114 
spacious and beautifully designed 

suites, it delivers the 
ultimate Antarctica 

Cruising experience on one of the 
least explored continents on earth. 

Hint: Watch the video 



 

  

Seared 'Ahi & Ginger 
Want the taste of Hawaii floating 

through your kitchen? 
What a better way than following 
these easy Recipe Instructions to 

make this quick and delicious 
Hawaiian favourite!  

Hint: 'Ahi is also known as Tuna 

 

Theatre 
Do you miss seeing a 

fabulous Theatre Production? Here 
is a link to free publicly available 

musicals, plays and operas that you 
can stream from home.  

Hint: Note the free streaming dates 
shows are available from 

 

So much Adventure 
 Thinking of planning your next escape? 

Wanting some ideas? 
Call us now to plan and discuss your future adventure. 

 
Orley and the Team 

Above and Beyond Experiences 
Email: orley@aabe.com.au 

Phone: 0403 757 828  

 


